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 eBook Content as a Key Resource for Research and Learning
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 New answers are coming: 2017 Front List
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eBook Content as a Key Resource for 
Research and Learning
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Significance
to User
What Authors Tell Us
What Users Tell Us
What Data Tells Us
Research Reference Content Strategy Over Time


































Subjects Where Elsevier Has a Strong Position
Deep Vertical Strategy focusing on the largest fastest 
growing research areas where Elsevier is strongest
Results as of 2016. Normalized against average.
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Data-driven decision making, content development, and 











• Smart content tagging








• And more to come…
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A wide-angle view 
of the existing body of 
knowledge, creating a 
cross-disciplinary bridge.
Reference Modules
Spark new lines of 
inquiry with a hand-
picked and regularly 
updated collection. Journals
Seamlessly follow dynamic links on
ScienceDirect to deepen exploration 
into the latest research findings. 
eBooks
Widen the sphere of





snapshot of the current 
state of research, gleaned 
from the latest findings.
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An advantageous mix of content
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Books are the knowledge repository from which we learn.
Primary 
research
Summary of journal 
articles on a topic
In-depth explorations of recent 
developments and methods in a  field 
Pedagogical examination or didactic presentation of 
key subject area concepts and methods
Compendiums of information / data sets for field or 
techniques, providing quick answers on the job
Complete, advanced and detailed descriptions 
providing depth in subject areas
Comprehensive, foundational introduction 









Relevance of information over time
Journals
Books
User Workflow – Using books AND journals at each stage
Traditional View – Publisher-Centric – a choice between books or 
journals







Books are the knowledge repository from which we learn.
Primary 
research
Summary of journal 
articles on a topic
In-depth explorations of recent 
developments and methods in a  field 
Pedagogical examination or didactic presentation of 
key subject area concepts and methods
Compendiums of information / data sets for field or 
techniques, providing quick answers on the job
Complete, advanced and detailed descriptions 
providing depth in subject areas
Comprehensive, foundational introduction 
to a discipline; encyclopedias
Latest Research 
Relevance of information over time
Journals
Books
User Workflow – Using books AND journals at each stage
Alternative View – User Centric – a continuum of content 
Protocols and Processes 
Perspectives 
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Usage data shows books and journals are used together
When I’m 
searching for a 
new topic or 
research area, 
journals are 
too narrow and 
take too much 
time.
Papers can 
leave out a lot of 
information. 
Books help me 
see applicability 




when I’m trying to 
take technology 
from a total 
unrelated area, like 
surface coatings 
from metals into 
biology. 
When I need more 
information about 
materials I’m 
using, or reactions 
between 
materials, then I 
turn to books.
Data source: White Rhino Research (B2ME), August 2015. Data source: ScienceDirect usage data in 2015
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Free Topic Pages on ScienceDirect Enhance Co-usage 
and Increase Discoverability of Book Content
• Seamlessly links book chapters and  journal 
articles to enhance co-usage
• Provides definitions from book content to help 
users understand and interpret scientific 
literature
• Provides authoritative and relevant overviews
for users navigating new areas
• Delivers and surfaces answers to users at their point of need
• Fundamental knowledge taken from books brings researchers and 
students quickly up to speed 
• Content links to a wealth of knowledge in connected disciplines to 
support interdisciplinary research
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Topic Page Solution
Key Features:
1. Overall clear definition
2. Related terms (to topic pages)
3. Learn more on topic
- 10 longer definitions
- Related/ relevant reading
1 2
3
Live in Neuroscience, 
Biomedical Sciences and Life 
Sciences May 2017
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ScienceDirect Topic pages help researchers find the answers they 
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Research and Usage in the area of Valencia
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Research Output 2011‐2016
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How is research evolving?
Research Output Trend by Subject Area in Valencia 2011-2015





29               73               47               46               76               271             0% 27.2% 12
271             287             358             417             432             1,765         2% 12.4% 40
1,801         2,045         2,293         2,437         2,534         11,110       13% 8.9% 183
186             214             257             231             256             1,144         1% 8.3% 18
520             586             521             643             701             2,971         4% 7.8% 45
653             767             812             957             872             4,061         5% 7.5% 55
990             1,051         1,150         1,262         1,184         5,637         7% 4.6% 49
1,105         1,172         1,303         1,250         1,314         6,144         7% 4.4% 52
329             398             365             393             390             1,875         2% 4.3% 15
452             466             526             570             525             2,539         3% 3.8% 18
236             225             227             218             268             1,174         1% 3.2% 8
263             271             330             325             292             1,481         2% 2.6% 7
1,032         1,077         1,178         1,119         1,134         5,540         7% 2.4% 26
215             201             189             245             236             1,086         1% 2.4% 5
160             185             178             164             173             860             1% 2.0% 3
140             158             170             137             151             756             1% 1.9% 3
282             309             286             341             303             1,521         2% 1.8% 5
84               96               93               83               87               443             1% 0.9% 1
342             294             299             334             353             1,622         2% 0.8% 3
253             233             204             265             261             1,216         1% 0.8% 2
749             711             789             786             745             3,780         5% ‐0.1% ‐1
1,543         1,613         1,592         1,736         1,476         7,960         10% ‐1.1% ‐17
854             837             913             990             805             4,399         5% ‐1.5% ‐12
1,364         1,513         1,396         1,343         1,205         6,821         8% ‐3.1% ‐40
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Data source: ScienceDirect usage data 2011-2017
SD content usage & demand 
Global Spain VALENCIA
Globally, book usage & turnaways are correlated with journal usage & turnaways, 
showing that researchers and students used both content
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Data source: ScienceDirect usage data 2014-2017
SD content usage & demand by subject 
Global Spain VALENCIA
The comparison of book vs. journal usage & turnaways show the fields in which users downloaded or desired relatively 
more books than journals (see where is a big gap between book and journal usage & turnaways)
Biggest gap: ❶Engineering; ❷Biochemistry, 
Genetics and Molecular Biology; ❸Veterinary 
Science and Veterinary Medicine; …
Biggest gap: ❶Veterinary Science and Veterinary 
Medicine; ❷Engineering; ❸Biochemistry, 
Genetics and Molecular Biology; …
Biggest gap: ❶Engineering; ❷Neuroscience; 
❸Agricultural and Biological Sciences; …
Highest demand: ❶Biochemistry, Genetics and 
Molecular Biology; ❷Engineering; 
❸Neuroscience; …
Highest demand: ❶Biochemistry, Genetics and 
Molecular Biology; ❷Neuroscience; 
❸Agricultural and Biological Sciences; …
Highest demand: ❶Biochemistry, Genetics and 
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Data source: ScienceDirect key event data 2016







Book content is a critical complement to journal content
4M+ visits, 35% of book sessions, in which 
books have been co-used with journals.
70k+ visits, 44% of book sessions, in which 
books have been co-used with journals.
8k visits, 52% of book sessions, in which 
books have been co-used with journals.
The top book subject areas used with journal
1. Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology 1. Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology 1. Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology
2. Neuroscience 2. Neuroscience 2. Chemical Engineering
3. Chemical Engineering 3. Chemical Engineering 3. Agricultural and Biological Sciences
4. Chemistry 4. Agricultural and Biological Sciences 4. Neuroscience
5. Agricultural and Biological Sciences 5. Chemistry 5. Chemistry
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New answers are coming: 2017 Front List
22
Highlights from the 2017 Frontlist
23
For 2017, we’re focused on high-impact areas of 
science and engineering, including Agricultural, 
Biological and Food Sciences, Chemical 
Engineering, Chemistry, and Environmental 
Science. 
New to the list of available collections is Health 
Sciences Specialty Surgery, which includes 
books covering general surgery and various 
surgical specialties such as plastic surgery and 
neurosurgery.
Highlights this year include the increase of 
Materials Science, Energy, and Finance books 
and the inclusion of more books focused on 
specialty medicine.
We also continue to provide the latest research 
in the important areas of Mathematics, Social 
Sciences, and Biochemistry Genetics and 
Molecular Biology
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29,000 DRM-free titles across 24 subject areas
24
Agricultural, Biological & Food Sciences 119 Immunology & Microbiology 23
Biochemistry, Genetics & Molecular Biology 52 Materials Science 125
Biomedical Science & Medicine 76 Mathematics 26
Chemical Engineering 64 Neuroscience 56
Chemistry 43 Pharmacology, Toxicology & Pharmaceutical Science 38
Computer Science 53 Physics & Astronomy 12
Earth & Planetary Sciences 50 Psychology 32
Energy 71 Social Sciences 53
Engineering 197 Specialty Medicine 67
Environmental Science 33 Health Professions 6
Forensics, Security & Criminal Justice 25 Veterinary Medicine 7
Finance 23 Specialty Surgery  ***NEW*** 19
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Front List Evolution: Reinforcing key global areas of research
25
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Front List Evolution: Growing Content on ScienceDirect
New edition of canonical 
references
New collections: 
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Strong usage and user satisfaction growth, and above average 
impact indicate high-quality content and platform experience
• 42% year over year usage growth for eBooks on ScienceDirect*
• 8% usage growth for ScienceDirect overall
• Growth in researcher satisfaction 2012 - 2016 
• Growth in purchaser satisfaction 2012 - 2016
Source: market research survey by Elsevier
• Above average impact in all disciplines**
*Usage figures averaged across past two full years (2013-2014, 11%; 2014-2015, 74%) 
**Note: Books counted in multiple subject areas when classified as such. Total no. of books = 945.
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What does a book tell us about?
28
Explains consistently concepts found in articles
Wide-angle approach of specific topics
Evolution of a topic over time
Summarizes milestones achieved in research
Connects different disciplines into a unified view
Contributes to redefine the subject organically
Holds a vision of the author, a particular narrative
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Over
13,000 followers
on social media 
Academic, corporate, 















Live events feature 




from premier LIS 
sources
Elsevier partners with librarians to create 
LIS resources and share knowledge 
through:
 Library Connect 
• Newsletter: Sign up for a complimentary subscription:
https://libraryconnect.elsevier.com/subscribe
• Webinars: Register for upcoming webinars:
https://libraryconnect.elsevier.com/library-connect-webinars
• Social: Join the LIS community on:
Twitter, Facebook, SlideShare, LinkedIn
• Live Events: Talk to your local Elsevier office about events in 
your area.
 Online Books Connect Newsletter
Sign up for a complimentary subscription:
http://onlinebooksconnect.elsevier.com/subscribe
 Support Tools 
• Admin Tool
• Free MARC records via OCLC WorldShare
• KBART Collections Reports
• Holdings Reports
• COUNTER-compliant Usage Reports
Continually growing resources to support librarian partners
